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,-i.~.M”I .WIIur nu~Lt~r4 MUULL> 10 NEUTRON NUCLEAK CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS

Phillip G. Young

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 U.S.A.

Nuclear theory is used increasingly to supplement and extend the nuclear data base that is avail-
able for applied studies. Areas where theoretical calculations are most important include the
determination of neutron cross sections for unstable ffssion products and transactinide nuclei in
fission reactor or nuclear waste calculations and for meeting the extensive dosimetry,

activa-tion, and neutronic data needs associated with fusion reactor development, especially for neutron
energies above 14 MeV. Considerable progress has been made in the use of nuclear models for data
evaluation and, particularly, in the methods used to derive physically meaningful parameters for
model calculations. Theoretical studies frequently involve use of spherica? and deformed optic~l
models, tlauser-Feshbach statistical theory, preequilibrium theory, direct-reaction theory, and
often make use of gamma-ray strength function models and phenomenological (or microscopic) level
density prescriptions. The development, application, and limitations of nuclear models for dpta
evaluation are discussed in this paper, with emphasis on the 0.1 to 50 MeV energy range,

[Nuclear reaction theory, nuclear model codes, nuclear data evaluation]

Introduction

Requirements for nuclear data are sufficiently broad
that sven with our present body of experimental data
many areas remain where the application of nuclear
theory is imoortant. The purposes for applying
theory range from providing simple interpolation
tools in regions where measurements are abundant and
Car(sistent tQ actually predicting nuclear data for
nuclei or energy regions inaccessible to experiment.
The most common situation involves both these ex-
tremes in that one usually builds a theoretical param-
eter base from the ava{lable exp~rimental data and
ttren uses theory to extrapolate that information into
unknown regions, The uncertainty in the final result
depends, of course, upon how “fdr” the extrapolation
is in a physical sefise.

The most stringent predictive requirements for theory
Involve such applications as neutron absorption and
scattering by reactor ffssion products; production,
depletion, and absorption calculations for actinides
produced fn r~actors; dosimctry and activation calcu-
Iat{ons for unstable nuclides that will be produc~d
in fusion reactors.; and extension of the data base to
the 15 to 50 MeV energy range for facilities that uti-
lize higher energy neutrons, for example, d + Li neu-
tron sources. It should be emphasized, however, that
the application of theury for evaluation p.lrpo$es re-
mains important even for the more common matertals
where measurements are abundant. The reason is sim-
ply that discrepancies occur in the experimental data
base, and nuclear theory can provide h+nts both as
to whether in fact discrepancies exist in given situ-
ations and what the resolution of the dlscrepanc{es
might be.

The aim of this paper IS to brfefly review the main
nuclear reaction models that are being used to cal-
culate date for applications and to convey an ide~ of
their capabilities and deficiencies. To avoid redun-
d,”.ncywith other papers, only applications of theorY
~bove E ~ 100 kcV wi?l be discussed and fission will
not benconsidered, Emphasis will be given to the
Ueneral features of the theories, as several excellsnt
pap~rs are available that dpta{l the mathematics” (for
example, see Refs. 1-7).

We wII1 begin wirJI a brfef discussion of theory
applications for liqht elements, but most of the
pnp$!r will focus on analyses of neutron-induced
react{ons on intermediate anti !~eavy mass materials
involving spherical or d@”’ ~med Optical models,
preequilfbrium throry, and }lauser-Feshbacll $tat{sti-
CO1 theory, Some of the nucleav theory computer
codes {n comrnotluse will be scmmariz~d. and example
..-$_.,,,..a_.. *...–. .

described. We will conclude by briefly discussing
some of the directions being pursued thp.t offer
promise for improved predictions in the future.

&plications of Theory for Light Elements

Because of the individual character of most light
elements, the use of nuclear theory in developing ap-
plied data has been mainly limited to short extrapola-
tions of experimental data using fairly simple models.
An important e),ception to this occurs for coupled-
channel K-matrix theory, which has been extensively
applied in several light element systems, particularly
the A = 7 and 11 systems that ,nclude the 6Li(n,a) a[ld
l~B(n,~) standard reactions.a’e Other compound sys-
tems where R-matrix methods have been used are A = 2,
3, 4, 5, 13, 16, and 17,10

In conjunction with the R-matrix studies, a new reso-
nance model has recently been developed by Halet] to
describe energy spectra of particles in reactions in-
volving three-body final states. Typfcally, such
spectra consist of relatively narrow peaks on top of
broad, underlying structures commonly attributed to
“three body phase space” contributions However,
such structures can also come from cinematically
broadened resonance effects. In the new model, an
~vjres5ior1 for the transition amplitllde was derived

from the three-body Schroedinger equation, bssuming
that the relative wave functions for pairs of final”
state particles are dominated by singlp resonances,
This assumption allows the three-bodv ~pcct!’a tw be
calculated in terms of known parameters for the
two-body resonances, with full account being taken of
interference between direct and exchange amplitudes.

C&lculations of the neutron emission spectra with
14.1-MeV incident neutrons are compared \n Fiti 1 to
rneasurernentsiz at 10 and 60° and to other ca\cula-
tfons, jn There is reasonable agreement in shape at
both angles (note that the calculated curves have not
been broadened for experimental resolution), but the
60° calculation nvmrpredfcts the data sumewhat. This
model is still urldpr development, but it offers prom-
ise to broaden the scope of sevpral R-matrix-based
evaluations for light. @lements.

Other areas where nuclear theory is utilized for
light element applications inclucfo lJ5e of optfca~l
statistical, and intranuclear-cascade models to ex-
trapolate data to unmeasured regions Ior example, a

splser!ca) opttr.al model f{t of elastic angular d{s-
trit)utions b~low 15 MeV and total cross sections from
10 to i!O MeV was recently used14 to extrapolate e ‘~.i
evaluation to 20 MQV, Simllarlv. {l~trnniicl~a!’-casca[l~
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Fig. 1. Resonance model calculations (solid curves)
compared to measuredly II + d neutron sp@ctra ;&olab
❑ 10 and 6C10 for 14.1-MeV incident neutrons.
dashed curves represent other calCLIlatiOnS. *3

ments of hydrogen and helium emission spectra from
27 to 61 MeV neutron reactions ctt carbon +0 develop a
data base for several applications in this re9iO~,

Irltermediate- and Heavy-Mass Nuclei

The sequence of steps followed in applying nuclear
theory for data evaluation of intermediate- or hea~’y-
mass nuclei can vary greatly depending on the nuclei
irsvol~ed, the energy range and reacticn types requir-
ed, and the dccuracy needed in the evaluation. Typ i-
tally, an dnalysis involves determination of optical
model potentials for both neutrons and charged parti-
cles; develcp,nent 01 a model for calculating gamma-
ray transmission coefficients; ~se of a level density
formulation in combination with the available experi-
mental data on discrete states; estimation of direct
and preequilibrium reaction effects; use of a fission
model when #pproprlate; and specification of a frame-
work for combin{ng the above components, usual ly
Hauser-Feshba~h statistical theory. More advanced
unified theor{esifi-in ttat comb{ne compound and direct
reaction effects in a realistic manner &re being ex-
plored in nuclear data calculationsi8-2* but have
thus f~r not seen wide use in applied data calcula-
tions. lhis approach is the subject of oth~r pa-
pers~l)~z at th{s conference and will not be d{SCUS-

sed here

OJ_tical Mods!l AnRlyses

Most modern theoretical data evaluations are built
around an optical-model analys{s usfng e’ther a spher-
icol or deformed pot~ntial, depending upon the partic-
ular mass region being studied. The “rrportanc~ of
th{s component to an at~alysis {s obviow sincp ]L pro-
vides not only the total, shape elastic, a~d rwictfon
cross sections but ~lso the neutron and charged-
particle transmission co~fficients that are ll~ed In
Hausor-feshbfich statl$t{cal theory calcu}atlms. An
Important and demanding requirement of suctI dntilyses
is that they uswsllj must cover a very w{de energy
range; typically, 1 keV to 2(I M(?V or hlqh~r, 1ho
low-energy transmission coefflc{ents contitlue to i)S!

{mportdnt even for high {ncldellt ~ner~i~s fn order to
co!’rect]y calculate particle emlsslon if) the var{ou~
rv)action chains,

Except for general scoping calculations or studies in
regions completely devoid of data, the modern trend is
to focus such analyses on the mass region of immediate
interest rather than to use global optical model pa-
rameters. The SPRT method developed by Lagrange23 and
coworkers has been widely used to determine optical
model parameters. Basically, this method involves
fitting experimental values of s- and p-wave neutron
strengths, potential scattering radius, total cross
sections, and elastic and inelastic scattering data to
determine the optical model parameters. Automated
fitting techniques are generally not required with
this method but have frequently been used24-26 in de-
termining spherical potentials.

Computations with deformed optical potentials zre much
more time consuming, of course, and one of Lhe advan-
tages of the SPRT method has been that automatic
searching is not requiled. It has been observed in
several analyses24- *6 that calculated (fI,Xn) cross

sections near threshold are very sensitive to low
energy transmission coefficients, and comparisons with
experiment have been used to test or further optimize
parameters determined by the SPRT approach.

An important development that significantly reduces
computation time in deformed optical model analyses
for odd-A nuclei is described in a recent paper by
Lagrange, Bersillon, and Madland.27 Using a strong
coupling rotational model, it is shown that coupled-
channel calculations for an odd-A nucleus can be ap-
proximated by performing the same calculation with a
suitably chosen (fictitious) K = O rotational band
and appropriately combining the results. For exam-
ple, calculations for the ground-state rotational
band of 239Pu coupling 5-states (J = 1/2, 3/2, ....
S/2) can be accurately approximated by ? 3-state
calculation (J = O, 2, 4) with a reduction by a
fa~tor of 27 in computing time, Similarly, replace-
ment of a 241Pu calculation coupling 5-states having
J=5/2,7/2,.,., 13/2 by an appropriate J = O, 2, 4
calculation reduces computation time by a factor of
~ 54, although the approximation is poorer,

A comparison of cross sections calculated at E = 4
MeV for the above cases is given in Table 1. Th’~ a~-
proximation is nearly exact for 239Pu (K ❑ 1/2) at
this energy, The fictitious values aye less prpcise
for Z41PU (K = 5/2) but ncrte that the integrated
cross sections are still quite accurate. Although not
shown, similar accuracies are achieved for transmis-
sion coefficients after suitable collapsing.

Even using such approximate methods, the complexity
and expense involvstd in performing coupled-channel
calculations when meny Ie!,els are involved quickly be-
comes prohibitive, Hodgson28 recently proposed an
~~ti?rnative method for calculating inelastic cross
sections, In pdrttcular, he determined that, if the
COUpl{llfl between excited states is small, ln~)ast,fc
scattering can IN calculated for deformed nuclet with
standard DWBA theory but using a deformed potentla] to
!i$!lermine the exit chahnel wave function,

Increasing emphasis has been placed {n recent years
un linking analyses of (n,n), (p,p), and (n,p) data
by mea,ls of the Lane model, io Basically, this mo.1~1
relates the nuclear potentials for tile three d{ffer-
ent rcactiol} tvlws throu~h isuspin considpration$ and
Permfts, fur examplel th~ deduction of neutron poten-
tials from the analysis of proton measure.rnents, ~(,-
cent r~vtews discussing and npplylng t.hls mod~l havv
been given by Rapssportno and hy }Iansen,fit lhp latt~r
r~vif~w also rlddr~sses the imp[)rtancp of including
coupling erfe~ts ill calc(llat{ons of deforcled nuclel,
and both topics a:ie illu,,trnted in i“iu, 2, tflken from
that paper,

riqur~ ? conparps calculations of (n,n) ~catt.ering
dnuular d{strihutions with meir~urempntsflz fur Ta, Au,
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Table I Comparison of 239Pu (K=1(2) and 241Pu (K=5/2)
Cro~s Sections Using Rea-l and Fictitious-
Levels in Coupled-Channel Calculations for
4-MeV Neutrons.
(u. refers to the cross sections of the
fi~st four excited states. )

239pu 241pu

Real ‘fictitious ‘Real Fictitious.— .—

‘TOT 7.791 b 7.796 b 7.821 b’ 7.831 b

‘CN
3.124 3.124 3.171 3.120

‘EL
4.249 4.247 4.343 4.398

‘1
O.1233 0.1232 0.1533 0.1660

‘2
0.1845 0.1847 0.0864 G.0751

02 0.0’ “2 0.0517 G.0418 0.0674

% 0!00’+4 0.0646—— _ 0.0268 0.0117
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fig, 2. Calculated and measuredmz neutron eiastic
Ileasutements near 7 f4eV as presented {n Ref. 31 See I

text for details,

Pb, and Bi near 7 MeV, The neutron potential used to
calculate the solid curves 01} both sides of the figure
were dc’termi~ed using the Lal~e model from analyses of
(Pill) and (p,n) data. The curves on the left were ob-
taind {n a distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA)
calculat!on,o:’ whereas the ones on the right result
from a co:lpled-channel calculatfun, ”t The cuupled-
ch(rnnrl calculations usfng the lane formallsm agree
abuut as well with the (n,n) experiments as do calcu-
lations uf,ing neutron global pa~ssmeterson (optimized
to fit rwutron data), shown hy the ddshed curves,
Iho agrewnent with experiment {S much po,rer for thp
DWHA cfllc,ilatiorls,

Oth@r dvvelopm~nts that hold promise for fmprovpd pre-
dictive ta~]ahiltties nrp the efforts et s~veral l@bora-
tori~~ to int~orotp microscopic modpl calculations fn-
to dt,terrlinatlon of optical potvntlals, $tartlnf~ from
ba$l[: calculflt.ions by J~uk?nne, Lojpune, and Mithauxso
of the [,pt{(al pot~nt{nl in nuclear matter, La{~range
aod Ilri$nt.ny hflvtIperforrnqd microscopic calculdtlorls
of plastic find fwlastic scritt~rinu from *onPb Illthe
0.5-61 MeV {Inprflyranue, 5imilarly, I)fetrich et Ilnn
round r~asunahl~ a ropment w!th 24-MeV n?utrnn scat-

{tprinu datti for ~t~ PI) in a microp,copic foldinu model

csslculatiun, Microscopic ciilculat.ions hav~ al~,o h-on

Gamma-Ray Transmission Coefficients

In a recent review of fast neutron capture calcula-
tions Gardn?r3 summarized the status of statistical,
direc;, and semidirect theories used in calculations.
A qualitative view of the relative importance of these
contributions to (n)y) cross sections is given in Fig.
3. I’or orier,tati~n, the rapid falloff of the statis-
tical contribution typically occurs near E = 1 MeV,
and the peak in the semidirect contributionnis in the
nei!jhborhood of 14 MeV, where the (nty) cross section
is ‘. 1 mb. For most applications the statistical con-
tribution is clearly tte most important of the three.

TWII models are commonly used to determine gamma-ray
transmission coefficients for statistical calcula-
tions, the Weisskopf single-particle mode13g and the
giant dipole resonance (GOR) model.40 Of these, the
GI)R model has been filost successful in reproducing
g~mma-ray strength functions inferred from experimen-
tal data. Normalization of the gamma-ray strength
function f(E ) is usually accomplished from experi-
nlental information on <~ > and <D >, the average
l~amma-ray width and spaci~g for s-$ave resonances,
through the relation

2mr > Sn

+=

(J
f(Ey)E; p (Sn-Ey)dE ,

0
(1)

where S is the neutron binding energy and p IS the
level d&sity of the compound system,

The strength function for electric dipole radiation,
which is the domfnant transition, is usually taken as
Lorentzian in shape (or as a sum of 2 Lorentzians for
deformed nuclei). More recently Gardner et al:]’4]
have investigated the use of 8reit-Wigner shapes and
I,ave developed expressions for f h~sed on systema-
tic covering the mass range A < ~h, A comparison of
strength functions calculated with both represer,ta-
tions fs given in Fig. 4 with points inferred from
measurements42 on agY. While the normalizations of
both curves are somewhat high In th{s case, the shape
of the dashed curve calculated using the 8reit-Wigner
form more nearly follows the measured Doints. In
most applied pr~blems where f=, fs usxi’ to compute
capture cross ‘sections or gamm%+ray competition with
particle emission, the results are not hiuhly sensi.
tive to this difference in shape, and the Lorentzian
is still commonly used,

The preferred method4:l for performing gamma-ray calcu-
lations in reg{ons where <1’ ~ or <D ~ In [q. (1) are
unmesssured is to extrapolateythc st-8ngth function f
rather than <1’ > and <0 >, The latter quantities ca~’
vary by ordersyof magnftude in n~arby nuclei, makinq
reliable extrapolation difficult. whereas fkl cbang~$
much more slowly,

?’-.

b=
g
-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental values35 of
f (E) fromn+ 891{ with calcul~tions using the

L~?’en?z form and the Breit-Wlgner (EDBW) form.

Nuclear Level Densities—

The Hauser-Feshbach expression for the cross section
from the initial state C to the final state C’ through
the compound nucleus spin and parity Jrr is”

<rJn > <rP,> Jn
Jn = __ @c ,c

Occll
<rJrK>

(2)

where $!, isawidth-fluctuation correction’ impor-
tant at uwer er,+rgies but which approaches one above
a few MeV, The partial widths are obtained by summing
the particle or gamma-ray transmission coefficients
over the possible transitions to levels in the final
state. Because level spacings rapidly become very
small as excitation energy is Increased, a continuum
of levels must be introduced and the density of such
levels specified

For reasons of convenience, most calculations of ap-
plied data employ phenomenological level density mod-
els. The most commcnly used are the Gilbert and Cam-
eroll<r’and back-shifted Fermi-gas models,’e as well as
a model by Ignatuyk 47 that has seen extensive use {n

(n,2n) calculations ‘b The Gilbert and Cameron model
consists of a constllnt temperature form at low excita-
tion energies, whfcli {s smoothly joined to a Fet’mt-gas
sha:Ie at h{qher excitation energies. The lwel densi-
ty parameters (a ard T) are d,termtned from empirical
s-wave level spac!ngs at the neutron binding energy
(E % 6 M@V) and from matching with the available
difcrete level da{.a at low excitation energ{es. The
back-$hifted Fermi-gas model fs a little simpler, con-
sisting of e purl* Fermi gas form. Its variables {ts-
VOIVC a level density parameter, a, and a ground-state
el~orqy-shift parameter, A, which are determined from
the sam~ data dwscribed #hove. The Ignatuyk expres-
51ut~s Incorporate an excitation-energy dependent level-
density parameter, Recent improvements to these mod-
els it$clude a more accurate specification of spin cut-
off parameters by Reffo”) and updated fits by Cookn”
of other para,~”~ers.

Phel}omnf\ol[tU!l.:alIOVQ1 density parameters fire deter-
mined ma fnly near the neutron binding energy, and
tbc WnQIMJI $,jpendencv of sh~ll and pairing effect$ i~
r,ot netessarlly well represented. Microscopic calcu-
latfon$ of the statv dmssity, on the other h.snd, in-
corporate shell @ffects natursslly b~cause they use
~~~lt~t{~ mhsll-modc,l S{nole-nart{cle levelt, and the

fects.’1 More recently, improved formalisms have
been developed to handle unpairad nucleons in odd-A
systems, that is, to include the b-locking effect of
single-particle levels due to the unpaired nucleon.52
While such microscopic models are not necessarily more
accurate at present than the phencmenological ones,
they do include improved physics and are expected to
better predict the energy dependence of level densi-
ties away from regions of experimental data.

A comparison of the Gilbert and Cameron and the back-
shifted Fermi-gas phenomenological models with a mi-
croscopic thermodynamic moc!els3 was presented by
Arthur7 and is expanded in Fig. 5. In the upper half
of the figure the state densities for 238U calculated
with the microscopic model are plotted versus excitat-
ion energy. In the lower half, the ratios of the
Gilbert and Cameron and the back-shifted Fermi-gas
models to the microscopic model are shown, wi~;l all
the calculations normalized to experiment at th~ neu-
tron binding energy (~ 6.1 MeV). No attempt was made
to optimize the phenomological model parameters to
represent the microscopic calculation; they were sim-
ply taken from the literature.46’s4

The state densities from the phenomenological level
densities differ from the microscopic calculation by
as much as a factor of 2 between E = O and the neu-
tron binding energy and by even &atev factors at
higher excitation energies. The region between E =
1 and 5 MeV is particularly important for calculating
(n,n’), (n,xn), and (n,f) reactions. Although some
cancellation of errors in level densit,~s can occur in
calculating competing reactions, this ar,:d is probably
the one most in need of improvements for applied
calculations.

Statistical-Preequi librium Theory

For incident neutron energies above about 10 MeV, sta-
tistical model calculations of neutron cross sections
and spectra must be corrected for nonequilibrium ef-
fects. The master equation exciton modelss has been
widely used in evaluations to calculate preequilibrium
particle emission, as has the geometry-dependent hy-
brid model. s6 The basic idea o’f the master equation
exciton model is that a given reaction is assumed to
proceed through a seri~~s of particle-hole configura-
tions, starting with simple ones and proceeding
through more complicated ones until equilibrium is
reached, At each stage durin~l the process, particle
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Fig. 5, Comparison 01” state denslt{es calculated
using a microscopic thermodynamic modeln3 with values
from the G{lbert and Carneron4r’ and back-shifted Fermi-
gas40 models.



emission can occur with some probability, and a series
of coupled equations must be solved to obtain cross
section, and spectra.

Sever;il recent reviews6 address preequilibrium theory
in s)me detail. In his review, John considers the
merfts of both the master equation and geometry-
oepende.lt hybrid approaches and includes a number of
example calculations. He points out that the latter
m)del depends only on optical model parameters and
‘.akes into account the diffuseness of the nuclear
surface.

In other developments, Akkermans et als7 have devel-
oped a unified model cf eq.lilibrium and preequilibrium
emission, still based on the master equation, that
permits calculation of angular distribution effects.
The results are found to agree reasonably up to an out-
going energy of about 30 MeV with the semiempirical
formulation of Kaioach and Mann,s$ which is commonly
used in data evaluations, Applying Monte Carlo tech-
niques, Akkermans and Gruppe?darsg have used this mod-
el to calculate oreequi~ibrium effects for the second
and third particles in a reaction ctiain. Their re-
sults indicate that inclusion of preequilibrium in the
tertiary steps ‘s unnecessary below 50 MeV but is im-
portant for second p~rticle emission above 25 MeV.

A procedure commonly followed in statistical preequi-
librium calculations that carry angular momentum ef-
fects is to simply correct or scale the energy depen-
dence of cross sections for emitted particles to ac-
count for preequilibrium effects. The statistical
spin distribution of states in the final nucleus is
then still maintained and does not properly reflect
the preequilibri~rn proces:. Fueo has developed a pro-
cedure for incorporating preequilibrium effects into
the angular momentum distribution of final states.
Such considerations might be imp--tant, for example,
in calculating production cross sections for isomers
created in (n,2n) reacticns. Fu has recently used
this procedure to calculate cross sections for specif-
ic gamma rays created ill the S7Fe(n,2ny)56Fe reac-

tion,6] Comparisons with a measurement at 15 MeV are
shown in Table 11.

Statistical-Pleequilibrium Codes—

A number of computer codes have been developed over
the past few years that combine statistical and pre-
equilibrium theory for the purpose of data evaluation.
A :e?ection of these are described here, See refer-
ences 62 and 63 for more complete summaries.

The mllltireaction Hauser-cashbach st~tistical preequi-
librium codes GNASH,84 HAUSER5,es STAPRF,@e and TNG@’J
have been used extensively over the past few years.
All four codes include full allowance for angular mo-
mentum effects and can calculate particle spectra as
well as cross sections. All except HAUSER output
gamma-ray spectra, and all except GNASH include width
flUCtLlatiOn Corrections. The TNG code calculates an-
gular distributions including preequ!llbrium effects,
wher?a~ GNASH, HAUSER, and STAPRE depend upon external
codes for angular efftlcts, GNASH, HAUSER5, and STAPQE
include fission channr?ls with doub;e-humped barr;ers
anti a similar capability is under development for TNr,.
GNAS}{ ~r,d STAPRE are usually used in combination wit,l
the reoction theory coo! C014NUC8S at lower energies.
All four codes have beet! employed up to !nc{dert neu-
tron and/or pruton ener~!es in the 30-50 MeV range.
In addition to thse code~, a more advanced multireac-
tiun Hauser-Feshbach code is under development by Uhl
and Strohmaie- that will alltomate much of the code set-
up and will be bett,~. adapted for evaluation work.a~

The PisP~70 and AI,ICF71 cod[!s use evaporht{on theory
for the statistical portion of the calculation and
preei~ci!ibrfum cmis.sion base,l on the master equation
exciton and g~ometry. depended’. hybrid models, respec-

tably II Comparisons of Calculated and Experimental
‘7Fe(n,2ny) SeFe Gamma-RaY cross Sections
(rob) for En> 15 MeV

Gamma-Ray Production Cross Sec~jon (rob)
Enerq.y Predicted E<perimen$

847 980
1238 425
1811 39
2113 36
1038 46
1303 73
367

1670 2;

1071 t 59
451 t 36
33 * 17
41 i 17
61 f 14

117 t 16
17i6
53 f 11

tively. Both codes calculate particle emission spec-
tra, and MSP() contains a fission channel as well.

The AMALTHEE72 and PREANG73 codes both use matrix
methods to solve exactly the master equations of the
exciton model without artificial division between pre-
equilibrium and equilibrium components. PREANG has
recently been modified to utilize a random walk model
tr,at simplifies and compacts calculations of multi-
particle emission. sg Both codes calculate particle
emission spectra, and PREANG also calculates particle
angular distributions.

Hauser-Feshbach Statistical-Preequi librium
Cal~lational Examples—

There are a number of recent studies in which rather
complete theoretical analyses have been performed in
association with data evaluations. To illustrate the
use of multireaction Hauser-Feshbach statistical pre-
equilibrium calculations, some of tie details of re-
cently completed analyses of neutron reactions on
1135H0, legTm, and laz~lSs}lBt~l~eW will be described.

These analyses are linked through use of very similar
deformed optical model parameterizations. Emphasis
will be on the W-isntope analysis, as it preceeoed the
Ho and Tm work, and the latter analysis 1s described
in detail in anothel paper at this confe ence.74
Several other recent analyses will also be briefly
summarized.

Ho-”rm-W Analysis

Earlier calculations fov W-isotopes using a spherical
optics; potential are described in a paper at the 1979
Knoxville conference.7s The difficulty and ambiguity
associated with deriving an equivalent spherical opti-
cal poiential to represent deformed nuclei over ex-
tended energy ranges motivated us to revise the anal-
ysis using a deformed optical potenti?l,7e This ap-
proach has the advantage that a single neutron poten-
tial is used to calculate total, shape elastic, and
direct inelastic cross sections as well as the neu-
tron transmission coefficients used in compound elas-
t,ic, (n,y), (n,n’), and (n,xn) reaction calculations,
To illustrate the inadequacy of spherical potentials
ir, this mas~ region, a compari”,on is given in Fig. 6
of tcltal and nonelastic cross sections from our
couplecl-channel (Ct) analysis and values calculated
with the spherical potential of Moldauer,77 which
gives good agreement with data for A 1 140.

We used a synwtric rotational model with coupling of
t,he ground state band members in our analysis, even
though there is evidence of mixing between the two low-
est band members for 1~3W $nd +*eW. For the even-even
isotopes, we chose a O , 2 ,-4 coUpling-basisJ whil~
●or 1E3w the equivalent 1/2 , 3/2 , 5/2 , 7/2 , 9/2
basis wtss used.

The deformed optical potential was obtained by modi-
fying the potential of Oelaroche et al.7n to obtain



reasonable agreement with (n,2n) measurements on the
four maj~r W-isotopes near threstto?d. Care was taken
to mainusin the good agreement with W experimental
data fcr s- and p-wave neutron strengths, potential
scattering radii, neutron total cross sections to 15
MeV, (n,n) and (n,n’) angular distributions at 3,4
MeV. and (p,p’) angular distributions at 16 MeV that
De~aroche had established in his SpRT anaJysis. sub.
sequently, the parametrization (with some modifica-
tion) was found to give reasonable agreement with ex-
perfmenta; data for 16SH0 and legTm, as de$~ribed

in Ref. 74 and shown in Fig. (i6s Ho).6 ‘Or .aT~~&Linelastic
The calculation of the 3.4-MeV elastlc
ZZ34U angular tji$tribl,tion and experimental data’s are

shown in Fig. 7, togi:ther with the ENDF/B-V evalua-
tion (dashed curve). I

The deformed optical model parametrization for W-
isotopes from this analysis is given in Table 111,
The notation and form of ths potential are the same as
in Refs. 74 and 78. Slight modifications to the tab-
ulated vaiues of V and W were used in the actual

tevaluations to optimize a reement with data for the
individua~ Isotopes.

We obtained our gamma-ray transmission coefficients
from an empirically det~rmined gamma-ray strength
function. A sum of two Lorentzians was used to repre-
sent f ,

f
jsee Eq. (l)), with parameters takw from

photon &ear measurements. The overall normalization
of f(E ) was achieved by comparison with (n,y) cross-
sectio~ measurements below 1 MeV for the various iso-
topes. Standard parameters were used for the exciton
mode) preequilibrium calculation in the GNASil code,
and level density parameters for the Gilbert and Cam-
s~onqs formulation were obtained from the Cook
tables. 34
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Table 111. Optical Parameters for Tungsten Isotopes

v(:) = 49.8(:)16 ~ + AVC - o.25E

5VC = 0.4 + for incident protonb

= o for incidtnt neutrons

= -1.8+ ().2E IE > 9.0)
‘v

‘so
= 7.5

r
= ‘w

: l,26f; rd = l,24f
v

0
= aso

= 0,61f; a. = 0.45f
v

P2 P4
-Z _ _—

:8?w 0.223 -0.054

1a3~ 0! 220 -0.055

!n4~ 0.209 -0.056

1now 0.195 -0!057

—.
_ ———-—----”—————— — --



Comparisons of calculated values with a few of the
experimental results that were no; included in the
analysis are given in Figs. 8-10. Figure 8 compares
the calculations (solid curves) with measurements by
Smith et al’g of inelastic scattering excitation
functons for four levels in 1*4W (the ‘./l25-MeV “lev-
el” is actually a clusteq of th~ee levels). The up-
per curves are for the 2 and 4 levels, which con-
tain substantial direct reaction corltributions, where-
as the lower curves are entirely compound-nucleus cal-
culations. The dashed culves represent ENDF/B-V.

Figure 9 compares the composite neutron emission
spectrum from calculation of the four isotopes with
14-MeV measurements34 for natural tungsten. There is
some disagreement among the various measurements, but
the calculation seems to represent the mean rather
well above ~ 1.5 MeV and agrees with Vonach’s data at
lowwre energies.

Figure 10 compares calculated gamma-ray ~ ,ission spec-
tra for natural tungsten with three measurements92
near 7.4 t4eV. There is significant disagreement for
E > 2 MeV with the Dickens data, but generally retI-
8s nable agreement with the other measurements. This

trend is observed in similar comparisons at other en-
ergies and could indicate an experimental problem.

As an additional illustration of the predictive capa-
bility of such analyses, a comparison is shown in
Fig. 11 of preliminary experimental data by Haouat
ar,d Patin60 with results from the ls5Ho and lGgTm
analysis described in Ref. 74, Neutron scattering
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Fig. 11, Comparison of calculated elastic and inelas-
tic neutron angular distributions at 2 MeV with the
preliminary measllrcments of Haouat and Patin.60 The
solid and dashed curves represent coupled-channel cal-
culations with Parameter Set 1 and Set 2 of Ref. 74.

data for lGgTm were not iivailable for that analysis,

which mainly involved small modifications to the param-
eters of Table III to improve agreement with total
cross-section data. The dashed curves represent the
final results of that analysis.

Other Statistical-Preequilibriurn Analyses

Other good examples of multireactiof: Hauser-Feshbach
statistical-preequi libri urn analyses include the papers
at this conference b Strohmaier et alai describing an
ana!ysis of 52Cr, S#Mn, 5,~e,andS,,~0Nfcrosssec-

tions to 311 MeV with the STAPRE code; and an analysis
using the COMNUC and GNASH codes of neutron data to
20 MeV for 20WBi by Bersillon et al,82 Both analyses
utilize spherir,ll optical potentials and use tech-
niques similar 10 those described above.

The TNG code has recently been used by FUS1 to update
ENDF/B data for Fe and Cu, and by Hetrick et 8163 to
calculate neutron-induced reactions on 40Cu from 20 to
40 MeV. During the Cu analysis, a factor of 5 error
was discove~~d in the ENDF/B-IV ‘3Cu(n,p) cross sec-
tion ~lue to a misinterpretation of experimental data
by th~ ENDF/B-IV evaluetor, A comparison of calcu-
lated and experimenta184 proton emission spectra for
14-MeV neutrons on ‘3CU is shown in Fig. 12 with the
individual reaction components separated. The error
in ENDF/d-IV resulted because the (n,pn) reaction com-
ponent of Fig. 12 was erroneously ilicluded in the
(ntp) cross sertion. Fu’s analysisoi of Fe also
supported an earlier observation by Young et al,B5
based on nuclc=ir model calculations that an error
is likely in a 14-Mrv measurement 94 of the gamma-
ray emissfon spectrum from Fe,

loo

5 Eh‘1
‘“’w l.c\

5 H

_\ I-kOTAL I

o 2 4 6 a 40 12 44

E,lMN~

Fig. 12. CalculatedGl and measureds4 proton emission
spectra from 14.8-MeV neutron bombardment of ‘3CU.

In the 40Ca analysis by Hetrick et al,ss experimental
total cross sections and elastic angular distributions
for neutron energies bet~een 4 and 40 MeV were fit to
determine the (spherical) rieutron potential. A com-
parison of calculated and measurec132 total, elastic,
and nonelastic cross sections from 12 to 80 MeV is
given in Fig, 13. Agreement is seen to be very good
below 40 MeV, where the fitting was done. Neutron
transmission coefficients for this analysis, toaether

~with proton and alpha transmission ‘coefficients,
I gamma-ray strength functions, level density parame-
~ ters, and preequilibrium parameters, were used to
l calculate 611 significant l,+utron, proton, alpha, and
gamma-ray production cross sections to 40 MeV.

Analyses similar to the 40Ca study have been performed
to 40 MeV for ‘q’56Fe (Ref. 25) and to 50 MeV for 59CIJ

, (Ref. 26) using the GNASH code. As was the case in
the analyses discussed here, simple forms were found
for the neutron and charged-particle potentials that
descrl(,ed the reactions from very low energies to the
maximum energies of the analyses.

New Developments In Spectrum Calculations

I
I Two other developments in the application of theo)y
I for data evaluation should be mentioned, The first of
these involves calculations of beta decay properties,

~s~~~i~~~~’~~~n~e~~~ts~~c~~~t~~~iPgl ~li;~vel %lli;;a
parameter, a, by the ratio N/(N+Z), where N and Z are
the numbers of neutrons and protons in the daughter
nucleus, simple statistical theory can be used to cal-
culate average beta decay spectra and half-lives,
Using a microscopic approach, K;apdor et a188 have re-

1 produced measured structure in more detailed calcula-
] tions of beta spectra. Both methods appear more prom-
ising than the gross theory of beta decay,flg as is
illustrated by the comparison of measured and calcu-

, Iated half-lives for Rb isotopes in Fig. 14,

A second development in spectral calculations is the
recent work of Madland and Nix,o” which uses sta :.ird
nuclear evaporation theory to calculate both th( .iver-
age number of neutrons (u ) and neutron spectra IN(E)]
from prompt ffssion. Thepcalculations include the ef-
fects of first.-, second-, and third-chance fission.
It IS shown that, usi-ng certain well-measured fission-
related quantities, v and N(E) can be reliably pre-
dicted, Improvements pin this technique and it> appli-
cation to spontaneous fission of 2s2Cf are the subject
of another paper at this conference.ei

Conclusions

It is evident that the present generation of nuclear
theory and model codes used for riat.a OVJIIIISt{~fi h==
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?en quite successful in describing a variety of nu-
Iear reaction data. Substantial progress has been
~de in several areas of applied theory, particularly
1 developing techniques for determining nuclear model
irameters. There remains, however, a number of cress
leru improvements are needed in the models, particu-
*rly if reliable extrapolations to regions away
pornmeasured data,

1 several of the analyses that were described, calcu-
itions were performed *,oenergies considerably above
1 MeV, For example, a composite of reaction cross
?ctions from the n + 59Co analysls‘ 26 to 50 MeV is
lown in Fig. 15, For this analysis, no experimental
~ta on these reactions were availabl~ above 24 MeV
ld only limited data from 8-13 and 15-24 MeV. The
ivision of the nonelastic cross section into the var-
IUS reaction channels, together with calculation of
nission energy spectra and angular distributions, was
:complished entirely with the simple models described
love, Here we are not only depending on reliable es-
imates of energy dependence in the models, we are &l-
] assuming their accuracy as we drift off the line of
tability. Clearly, fmproved methods are required for
)nfidence {n calculations such as these.

f the topics covered in this review, level density
]rmulatfon probably constitutes the area most in need
f improvement, A good deal of the theoretical basis
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Fig. 15. Calculated26 reaction cross sections for
“ + 59f’o jntera~tions to 50 MeV.

for such improvements already exists, but implementa-
tion of more detailed microscopic theories without
overly complicating applied calculations has been an
obstacle.

Reliable optical model analyses are obviously essen-
tial for applied calculations and continued improve-
ment in methods and actual parameterizations is im-
portant. While significant progress has been made in
developing n~utron and proton potentials, relatively
little advcnce has occurred for alpha particle poten-
tials, and improvement is needed for reliable calcula-
tions of helium production. From the point of view of
d.ta prediction, greater use of microscopic optical
model calculations should facilitate more meaningful
extrapolations into unmeasured regions.

Preequilibri~lm models have been highly successful in
calculati,lg particle emission spectra near 14 MeV.
How well such models do in describing the deperldence
of spectra on incident energy is less well established
and further development is certainly required for an-
gular ~’- tribution effects. Continued advance of uni-
fied reaction theories {s particular important for
higher energies and should put the entire calculation-
al framework on a sounder theoretical footing.

Finally, although not covered in this review, fission
theory remains an area rrIx’I in need of improvement \f
reliable predictions of d~la are to be realized in the
actinide g,re ion.
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